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The reduced-order modeling of integrally bladed disks for predicting the mistuned vibration response has been well studied and understood. For solving a direct vibration problem, adding modes to the modeling basis improves the accuracy of the reduced-order model with respect to the parent finite element model. In contrast, when solving an inverse problem for system identification, adding modes to the reduced-order model while using the same measurements may actually reduce its accuracy. This is especially true for solving inverse problems related to the identification of blade mistuning parameters, because the characteristics of the selected system modes for the reduced-order model may not match the assumptions used in the mistuning modeling approach. In this work, a procedure is introduced for constructing a reduced-order model referred to as the inverse reduced-order model that is well suited for solving the mistuning identification inverse problem. First, a quantitative metric is defined to characterize and rank the tuned-system modes with respect to their suitability for constructing inverse reduced-order models. Then, the direct problem is solved using a larger direct reduced-order model with prescribed mistuning to interrogate and validate the performance of various inverse reduced-order models as modes are added. This enables the automated construction of suitable inverse reduced-order models and improves the overall accuracy and robustness of mistuning identification.

Nomenclature

\[ \begin{align*}
F &= \text{real Fourier matrix} \\
f &= \text{excitation Fourier vector} \\
f &= \sqrt{-1} \\
K &= \text{stiffness matrix in physical coordinates} \\
M &= \text{mass matrix in physical coordinates} \\
p &= \text{modal coordinates} \\
q, \bar{q} &= \text{set of tuned-cantilevered-blade mode participation factors for the blade motion in the retained tuned-system modes in physical coordinates and in cyclic coordinates} \\
x &= \text{physical coordinates} \\
\gamma &= \text{structural damping coefficient} \\
\kappa &= \text{reduced stiffness matrix, or stiffness projection to the retained component modes} \\
\Lambda &= \text{diagonal matrix of eigenvalues of the retained component normal modes} \\
\mu &= \text{reduced mass matrix, or mass projection to the retained component modes} \\
\Phi &= \text{set of the retained component normal modes in physical coordinates} \\
\psi &= \text{component interface modes} \\
\omega &= \text{frequency} \\
c &= \text{cyclic modeling error} \\
gen &= \text{generated} \\
h &= \text{harmonic number} \\
i &= \text{imaginary portion of a complex number} \\
id &= \text{id} \\
j &= \text{system normal mode number} \\
O &= \text{omitted degree of freedom} \\
P &= \text{maximum harmonic number} \\
r &= \text{real part of a complex number} \\
s &= \text{stiffness mistuning} \\
\Phi &= \text{partition for cantilevered-blade normal modes} \\
\Psi &= \text{partition for cantilevered-blade boundary modes} \\
cb &= \text{cantilevered blade} \\
cyc &= \text{cyclic modeling error coordinates} \\
mist &= \text{stiffness mistuning coordinates} \\
s &= \text{tuned system} \\
\delta &= \text{mistuning component, or assembly of mistuning components}
\end{align*} \]

Subscripts

\[ \begin{align*}
A &= \text{active degree of freedom}
\end{align*} \]

I. Introduction

S mall deviations in the structural properties of the blades in an otherwise cyclically symmetric bladed disk can result in significant changes to the forced response behavior of the structure. These small blade-to-blade deviations, called mistuning, can arise due to reasons such as manufacturing tolerances, general wear over the life cycle, and damage. Mistuning has been shown to increase the forced response for a bladed disk, which can be a concern for high cycle fatigue [1]. Furthermore, due to mistuning, the cyclic symmetry of the system is destroyed along with the possibility of using efficient cyclic symmetry solvers to predict the vibration response. As a result, a large body of research exists on constructing reduced-order models (ROMs) of mistuned bladed disk vibration based on tuned-system and/or component modes [2–8].

With the capability of modeling and studying mistuning of bladed disks in place, several recent research efforts have focused on the identification of the mistuning parameters using experimentally measured system response data. Such system-based mistuning identification procedures are essential in the case of bladed disks.
manufactured as a single piece (called blisks), because the blades cannot be separated from the disk and tested individually. Mistuning identification results can also be used for evaluating manufacturing processes and identifying wear and damage during maintenance checks. Work in this area has ranged from simple lumped parameter models [9,10] to more involved reduced-order modeling techniques [11–21]. Judge et al. [11] found that the identified mistuning parameters were sensitive to errors in the finite element model (FEM) or measurement data. Later, Lim et al. [19] found that the identification results showed especially high sensitivity to errors in the tuned-system eigenvalues for the modes used in the ROM.

Sensitivity to the FEM and measurement data and their use in the ROM is the subject of this work. Pichot et al. [22] recently presented a mistuning identification procedure in which the measured modes were filtered using the best achievable eigenvectors [23] approach to reduce the errors that occur in the measurement data. The work presented here considers the component mode mistuning (CMM) approach to mistuning identification [19,20] and explores ways to enhance the procedure given the modeling technique and the limitations of the experimental portion of the approach. To select tuned-system normal modes that will best fit the assumptions of the CMM approach, a parameter based on cantilevered-blade participation factors and blade–disk interface motion is introduced. Using modes selected as favorable for the ROM according to this parameter can result in increased accuracy for the mistuning identification procedure. In this work, a procedure is introduced for constructing a ROM referred to as an inverse ROM (or IROM) that is well suited for solving the mistuning identification inverse problem. Also, a representation of the mode shapes using a limited number of measured degrees of freedom (DOF) is accounted for because of the likely possibility that the corresponding modal matrix is rank deficient. The limitations for the types of mode shapes that can be used are discussed. Finally, a method is presented that can be used to determine a suitable IROM size. By using an assumed mistuning pattern, a forward problem can be formulated and used to generate surrogate data, which are then used to identify the mistuning in the inverse problem and, thus, assess the accuracy of the IROM.

II. Theory

A. Background: Mistuning Identification and Model Updating Based on the CMM Method

Consider the equations of motion in the frequency domain for an elastic structure with structural damping, expressed as

\[ -\omega^2 M \ddot{x} + (1 + j\gamma) K \dot{x} = f \]  

(1)

If the structure of interest is a mistuned bladed disk, or blisk, the CMM method developed by Lim et al. [27] can be implemented. The CMM procedure treats the tuned system as a free-interface component and the mistuned portions of the system as fixed-interface components. Using component mode synthesis (CMS) [24,25], the following is obtained for the tuned system:

\[ \mu^s = \begin{bmatrix} I & \Phi^s \Phi^s \Psi^s \\ \Psi^s \Phi^s \Phi^s & \Psi^s \Phi^s \Psi^s \end{bmatrix} \]

(2)

\[ \kappa^s = \begin{bmatrix} A^s & \Phi^s K^s \Psi^s \\ \Phi^s K^s \Psi^s & \Psi^s A^s \Psi^s \end{bmatrix} \]

\[ x^s = \begin{bmatrix} \Phi_o^s \\ \Phi_A^s \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} p_o^s \\ p_A^s \end{bmatrix} \]

where \( \mu^s \) and \( \kappa^s \) are the reduced mass and stiffness matrices of the tuned system, \( p_o^s \) and \( p_A^s \) are modal coordinates, \( O \) and \( A \) refer to omitted and active (where mistuning exists) DOF, respectively, and \( s \) denotes the tuned system. Also, \( \Phi^s \) and \( \Psi^s \) are the tuned-system normal modes and constraint modes corresponding to mistuned DOF, respectively, whereas \( M^s \) and \( K^s \) are the tuned mass and stiffness matrices. The mistuned portions are represented with constraint modes because all of the mistuning DOF are considered interface DOF so that

\[ \mu^d = M^d \]

\[ k^d = K^d \]

\[ x^d = x^d \]

Here, \( \delta \) denotes the mistuned portion of the system and \( \Psi \) indicates the modal coordinates associated with the interface DOF. The CMS synthesized equations follow as

\[ \mu_{CMS}^{syn} = \mu^s + \begin{bmatrix} \Phi^s M^d \Phi^s & \Phi^s M^d \Psi^s \\ \Psi^s M^d \Phi^s & \Psi^s M^d \Psi^s \end{bmatrix} \]

\[ \kappa_{CMS}^{syn} = \kappa^s + \begin{bmatrix} \Phi^s K^d \Phi^s & \Phi^s K^d \Psi^s \\ \Psi^s K^d \Phi^s & \Psi^s K^d \Psi^s \end{bmatrix} \]

(3)

Next, one assumes that the tuned-system modes of interest are in a small frequency range. According to work by Yang and Griffin [5,26], this suggests that the mistuned normal modes are also in a small frequency band and, therefore, can be represented by a small set of tuned-system normal modes in the frequency range of interest. This implies that other normal modes and static modes can be ignored. Equation (4) leads to a reduced-order formulation expressed as

\[ \mu_{CMS}^{syn} = I + \Phi_A^s M^d \Phi_A^s \]

\[ \kappa_{CMS}^{syn} = \Lambda^s + \Phi_A^s K^d \Phi_A^s \]

\[ p_{CMS}^{syn} = p_A^s = p \]

Combining Eq. (1) with Eq. (5) and neglecting mass mistuning (\( M^d \)) yields

\[ -\omega^2 p + (1 + j\gamma) [\Lambda^s + \Phi_A^s K^d \Phi_A^s] p = \Phi^s f \]

(6)

In Lim et al. [19,27], an additional term was added to this equation to account for the difference between the parent tuned-system FEM and the virtual tuned system of an actual bladed disk. This term allows the tuned FEM to be updated using the mistuning procedure to more closely match the tuned portion of the actual bladed disk being examined. Adding this term to Eq. (6), one obtains

\[ -\omega^2 p + (1 + j\gamma) [\Lambda^s + \Phi^s \Phi^s K^s \Phi^s] p = \Phi^s f \]

\[ -\omega^2 p + (1 + j\gamma) [\Lambda^s + \Lambda^s + \Phi^s K^s \Phi^s] p = \Phi^s f \]

(7)

where \( \Lambda^s \) is the matrix of deviations of the system eigenvalues from those assumed and \( K^s \) is the deviation of the nominal tuned-system stiffness matrix from that of the actual tuned system. The term \( \Phi^s K^s \Phi^s \) corresponds to the mistuned portion of the stiffness matrix. It should be noted that this term is not decoupled/diagonalized using this modal decomposition. To decouple this portion of the equation and to further reduce the model, the blade portion of the system normal modes, \( \Phi^s \), is represented using a basis of cantilevered-blade normal modes denoted by \( \Phi^{cb} \). Furthermore, in these coordinates, the off-diagonal terms are considered negligible [27]. Assuming that \( \Phi^s = \Phi^{cb} \), Eq. (7) can be written as

\[ -\omega^2 p + (1 + j\gamma) [\Lambda^s + \Lambda^{cb} + \Phi^{cb} K^{cb} \Phi^{cb}] p = \Phi^s f \]

\[ -\omega^2 p + (1 + j\gamma) [\Lambda^s + \Lambda^{cb} + \Phi^s K^{cb} \Phi^s] p = \Phi^s f \]

(8)

Equation (8) can be rearranged as follows:

\[ (1 + j\gamma) [\Lambda^{cb} + \Phi^{cb} K^{cb} \Phi^{cb}] p = \Phi^s f + \omega^2 p - (1 + j\gamma) \Lambda^s \]

or
\[(1 + j\gamma)[A^\prime (A^{-1} + \Delta,\ell) + q^T A^{cb}(A^{-1} + \Delta,cb)q]p = \Gamma p\]
\[+ \omega^2 p - (1 + j\gamma)A^s\]
\[(9)\]

Because \(p\) is a complex quantity, it can be written as \(p = p_r + jp_i\).
Substituting this into Eq. \((9)\) and using \((1 + j\gamma)(p_r + jp_i) = (p_r - \gamma p_i) + j(p_r + \gamma p_i)\) yields
\[A^s (A^{-1} + \Delta,cb) + q^T A^{cb}(A^{-1} + \Delta,cb)q_p[(p_r - \gamma p_i) + j(p_r + \gamma p_i)]\]
\[= \Gamma + \omega^2 (p_r + jp_i) - A^s[(p_r - \gamma p_i) + j(p_r + \gamma p_i)]\]
\[(10)\]

Equation \((10)\) can be split into two equations corresponding to real and imaginary parts as
\[A^s (A^{-1} + \Delta,cb)(p_r - \gamma p_i) + q^T A^{cb}(A^{-1} + \Delta,cb)q_p(p_r - \gamma p_i) = \Gamma^r\]
\[+ \omega^2 p_r - A^s(p_r - \gamma p_i), \quad \frac{A^s (A^{-1} + \Delta,cb)(p_r + \gamma p_i)}{a_{11}} + \frac{q^T A^{cb}(A^{-1} + \Delta,cb)q_p(p_r + \gamma p_i)}{a_{22}} = \omega^2 p_r - A^s(p_r + \gamma p_i)\]
\[(11)\]

The diagonal matrices associated with quantities to be identified are organized into column vectors and the rest of the equation is reshaped accordingly. The final matrix equation is represented by
\[
\begin{bmatrix}
A_c & A_s
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
d_{yc} \\
d_{yss}
\end{bmatrix} = b
\]
\[(12)\]

where \(d_{yc} = \text{diag}[A^{-1} + \Delta,cb]\) and \(d_{yss} = \text{diag}[A^{-1} + \Delta,cb]\), whereas matrices \(A_c\) and \(A_s\) are composed of a reorganized version of \(a_{11}\) and \(a_{22}\) and of \(a_{12}\) and \(a_{21}\).

B. Selection Ratio

The CMM approach to mistuning identification presented in the previous section assumes that the system modes have certain properties typically present in blisks in frequency ranges with high modal density and blade-dominated motion. Therefore, a parameter called the selection ratio is introduced here to categorize modes according to how closely they match the assumptions and, thereby, how well they model the system.

One assumption is that the blade motion in the system modes of interest can be represented using a linear combination of cantilevered-blade modes, that is, \(\Phi^s = \Phi^c q\). To check this assumption, the participation of the cantilevered-blade normal mode \((s)\) in the current system normal mode is computed. The participation factor with respect to the stiffness matrix for each blade in the system forms the matrix
\[q^\text{cb} = (F \otimes 1)\tilde{B}\text{diag}[\tilde{q}^\text{cb}],\]
\[(13)\]

where \(\tilde{B}\text{diag}[]\) indicates a pseudoblock diagonal matrix, \(F\) denotes the real-valued Fourier matrix, and
\[\tilde{q}^\text{cb} = [A^{cb}]^{-1}(\Phi^cb K^{cb} \Phi^c)\]
\[(14)\]

is the participation of the cantilevered-blade normal modes in the cyclic system normal mode for harmonic \(h\). The matrix \(A^{cb}\) contains the cantilevered-blade eigenvalues and the matrix \(K^{cb}\) is the stiffness matrix for the cantilevered blade. Large participation factors for each blade indicate that the motion of the blade in the system normal mode is well represented by the motion of the cantilevered-blade normal mode and would be an advantageous choice to use in the ROM for the mistuning problem.

A second assumption in the CMM formulation of the mistuning identification problem is that the displacements at the interface between the blade and the disk are small for the system modes used in the ROM. These displacements can be written as \(\Phi^d\), where \(\Gamma\) denotes the boundary between the blades and the disk. If this motion is small relative to the motion of the blades for a given system normal mode, then this mode is a favorable choice for the IROM used for mistuning identification.

Using these two assumptions, a new criterion is formed to effectively evaluate the candidate system normal modes for the IROM used for mistuning identification. This criterion, called the selection ratio (SR), is defined as
\[SR_j = \frac{\|q_j^\text{cb}\|}{\|q_j^T\|}\]
\[(15)\]

where \(j\) denotes the \(j\)th system normal mode. This parameter accounts for the two assumptions inherent to the CMM formulation of the mistuning identification problem that have been identified as important for the mistuning identification procedure. The system normal modes with large SR values agree favorably with both of the noted CMM assumptions and, therefore, would be good candidates for the IROM used for mistuning identification.

Although the SR was derived specifically for the CMM approach to mistuning identification, it has a more general interpretation as well. For solving the mistuning identification problem, which is an inverse problem, the ROM should ideally contain only modes that show sensitivity to mistuning. In other words, any mode of the tuned system that would not be changed much by the mistuning is not helpful for solving the mistuning identification problem. Now, consider that the numerator of the SR is related to how strongly a change in a cantilevered-blade eigenvalue (i.e., mistuning) affects the system eigenvalue, and the denominator of the SR is related to the strength of the blade-to-disk (and, thus, blade-to-blade) coupling. Thus, the SR is essentially a mistuning-to-coupling ratio for each system mode. It has been shown by Hodges [28] that the degree of mode localization increases monotonically with an increase in the mistuning-to-coupling ratio. Therefore, the SR is a metric that provides a quantitative assessment of the sensitivity of each system mode to blade mistuning. It is believed that similar metrics could be used with other mistuning identification techniques.

C. Physical to Modal Transformation

The CMM approach to mistuning transforms the analysis from physical to modal coordinates to reduce the model size. In general, consider the transformation from physical coordinates \(x\) to modal coordinates \(p\) expressed as
\[x = \Phi^d p\]
\[(16)\]

To reduce the model size, the matrix of tuned normal mode shapes, \(\Phi^s\), is truncated. Typically, this truncation simply depends upon the frequency range of interest. The physical coordinates and tuned normal mode shapes are known, and the modal coordinates must first be found from Eq. \((16)\), which is a least-squares problem (because \(\Phi^d\) is truncated).

Measuring many points per blade is prohibitively expensive. Hence, the mistuning identification procedure is based on experimentally measuring the vibration at only a few points on each blade. These measurement points also correspond to the DOF kept in the modal matrix used for the entire procedure. In this work, the measurement points are chosen using the effective independent distribution vector (EIDV) procedure introduced by Penny et al. [29]. Using a selected basis of tuned-system normal modes, the EIDV algorithm selects DOF from a candidate set that will result in the modes being most distinguishable. It has been shown that the mistuning pattern can be effectively identified using as few as one point per blade [21]. Such a restrictive limit on the number of measured points introduces additional restrictions on the modes that can be used in the IROM. To correctly solve for \(p\) using Eq. \((16)\), the number of measured DOF on the structure must be greater than or equal to the number of tuned-system normal modes. Otherwise, the modal matrix, \(\Phi^s\), with the reduced number of DOF is rank deficient and that can adversely affect the mistuning identification results.

It should be noted that the modal matrix may become rank deficient even when it has more measurement points than system
normal modes, that is, in cases in which multiple system normal modes cannot be distinguished with the given set of measurement points. An example of such a situation occurs in the case in which only one point per blade is measured and different tuned-system normal modes having the same number of nodal diameters are kept in the IROM. In this case, only one point is not enough to distinguish the modes with the same nodal diameter content and, therefore, the modal matrix is rank deficient. In such a case, more DOF per blade must be used to achieve a modal matrix with full rank.

D. Solution of a Known Mistuned Eigenvalue Problem to Generate Numerical Results

Sections II.B and II.C discussed ways of evaluating tuned-system normal modes that are used as a basis for the mistuning identification procedure. With experience, a modeler could choose an appropriate ROM for the mistuning identification problem. To increase the robustness and reduce the modeling expertise required to build a ROM for performing mistuning identification, a procedure to automatically construct an appropriate IROM is presented next.

Consider Eq. (8). Lim [27] suggested that, if the damping is small and the measurements are taken at resonant frequencies, then $F'$ and $Y$ can be set to zero. This results in

$$-\omega^2 p + A' + k' + q' A^{cb} q = 0 \quad (17)$$

which can be viewed as an eigenvalue problem with $\omega$ as the eigenvalue and $p$ as the eigenvector.

Here, it is suggested to first generate a blade stiffness mistuning pattern, $A_{gen}^{cb}$, and the cyclic model updating pattern, $A_{gen}^{cb}$. It should be noted that the normalization of the eigenvalue changes by the nominal eigenvalues typically associated with mistuning has been dropped for convenience. At this point, the eigenvalue problem is solved for $p$ using the generated mistuning pattern, $A_{gen}^{cb}$ and $A_{gen}^{cb}$. Note that the values of $p$ must be perturbed to avoid a trivial solution in which any IROM will give accurate results for the mistuning parameters. The solutions, $\omega$ and $p$, are then used as surrogate data in Eq. (17) (inverse problem) in which the blade stiffness mistuning, $A^{cb}$, and the cyclic model updating, $A^{cb}$, are no longer considered known. This formulation represents the typical mistuning identification (inverse) problem, which can be solved for the mistuning parameters denoted by $A_{id}^{cb}$ and $A_{id}^{cb}$. Of course, an exact identification gives $A_{id}^{cb} = A_{gen}^{cb}$ and $A_{id}^{cb} = A_{gen}^{cb}$. Here, gen stands for the generated mistuning parameters that are used to solve the direct problem, and id stands for the mistuning parameters identified in the inverse procedure.

With the perturbed values of $p$, different IROMs can be evaluated by comparing the generated mistuning parameters with those solved by the mistuning identification procedure. By generating a mistuning pattern and solving for the surrogate measurement data as suggested, a mistuning pattern can be identified using the IROM. Then, error metrics can be defined as the difference between the known and the identified values as $\|A_{id}^{cb} - A_{gen}^{cb}\|_2$ and $\|A_{id}^{cb} - A_{gen}^{cb}\|_2$ for the blade stiffness mistuning and the cyclic model updating error, respectively. Using these error metrics, the effectiveness of various IROMs for identifying mistuning parameters can be evaluated.

III. Effect of IROM on Mistuning Parameter Identification

It is not necessarily simple to select the best IROM for the identification of mistuning parameters. Certain modes are less compatible with the assumptions made in the CMM formulation of the mistuning identification procedure. As mentioned in Sec. II, a method of evaluating the suitability of various modes for the IROM has been developed. Also, the limited number of measurement points used for obtaining forced response data (which also corresponds to the DOF used to represent the tuned-system normal modes in the IROM) has a significant impact on which modes should be selected for the mistuning identification procedure.

In this work, we use a 24-bladed disk (shown in Fig. 1), for validations. Only the first flexural cantilevered-blade mode is used in the mistuning procedure, and the candidate tuned-system normal modes come from the 0–5000-Hz frequency range, which envelopes the first flexural blade mode family as can be seen in the frequency vs nodal diameter plot in Fig. 2. The surrogate measurement data used in this section are composed of the vibration response measured at each system resonance for a given frequency sweep. The surrogate measurement data are generated numerically using single-point harmonic excitation applied at blade 1.

A. Selection Ratio

In Sec. II, the SR factor was presented to evaluate the tuned-system normal modes that are candidates for the IROM used for mistuning identification. Using a sector of the FEM, the tuned-system normal modes are computed in cyclic coordinates. Using only these modes, the SR values are computed for each mode. The modes are then ranked according to their SR values, with the highest SR value corresponding to the most favorable mode. Thus, IROMs of increasing size can be constructed using this mode ordering. That is, at each iteration, the tuned-system normal mode with the highest available SR value is added to the IROM. Figure 3 shows the mode shapes in the frequency range from 0 to 5000 Hz, which are most closely related to the first flexural cantilevered-blade mode. It can be seen in Figs. 3a and 3b that the higher nodal diameter modes tend to have higher participation factors and smaller blade–disk interface motion. This indicates that these modes have more blade-dominant motion, whereas modes at lower nodal diameters (in the veering region) have significant disk motion. The blade-dominant modes typically have the largest SR values. These SR values are shown in Fig. 3c, in which the size of each circle denotes the SR value and the numbers indicate the SR-based mode ordering.

Figure 4 depicts the information in Fig. 3c in a way that more clearly shows the SR values. In particular, the modes with low SR

![Fig. 1 FEM of the blisk with 24 blades.](image1)

![Fig. 2 Natural frequencies vs nodal diameters for the blisk, where 1T refers to the first torsional blade mode family and 1F refers to the first flexural blade mode family.](image2)
values, below the dotted line at an SR value of 0.1, should not be used for constructing the IROM for mistuning identification.

The importance of the IROM construction with respect to yielding accurate mistuning identification results can be seen in Figs. 5 and 6. The measurement data used were from the frequency range of 0–5000 Hz. The results from the mistuning identification formulation presented in this work (denoted by MistID) are compared with values computed using ANSYS. Figure 5 shows the blade stiffness mistuning, $A_k^{b,m}$, and cyclic modeling error, $A_k^{c,m}$, in the case in which all of the modes in the 0–5000-Hz frequency range are used in the IROM. Figure 5a shows that the general pattern of mistuning is not captured. Similarly, the cyclic modeling error values shown in Fig. 5b exhibit extremely large errors compared with their exact value of 0.01.

Figure 6 shows the mistuning identification results using a model that contains only the 15 modes that have SR values above the threshold value of 0.1 (see Fig. 4). It is clear that the results for the both blade stiffness mistuning shown in Fig. 6a and cyclic modeling error shown in Fig. 6b have improved significantly from those shown in Fig. 5. These results indicate that the automatic mode selection based on the SR values performed well in this case.

It should also be noted that the SR values provide useful information about the tuned-system modes in general. Under the assumption that the blade motion in the system modes of interest can be represented using a cantilevered-blade mode or a combination of a few modes, one can determine to which family of blade modes the system mode belongs. In Fig. 3a, the cantilevered-blade mode used to compute the participation factors was the first flexural blade mode. Therefore, the modes that belong to the first flexural blade mode family are shown by larger circles in Fig. 3c. The interface motion in Fig. 3b helps to adjust the selection ratio to show the modes that most closely fit in that blade mode family.

B. Restriction on Nodal Diameter Representation Based on Limited Measurement Points

One key consideration when choosing the IROM for mistuning identification is the rank of the modal matrix containing the tuned-system normal modes. This matrix can be rank deficient because only DOF physically measured on the structure are used to represent the mode shapes. For example, the matrix can become rank deficient when trying to distinguish between modes having the same nodal diameter when too few measurement points are used.

Figure 7 depicts the selection order of the mode shapes represented using only one measurement point per blade contained in the 1900–5000-Hz frequency range. The ordering of these modes is based strictly upon the SR values. It should be noted that the 23rd and 24th modes are the second mode pair added for the first nodal diameter. However, it is not until the 25th and 26th modes that the third nodal diameter is represented.
content is represented before duplicating nodal diameter modal content is recommended because of the limited number of DOF used to represent the mode shape. It can be seen in Fig. 10b that using a second measurement DOF per blade generates a modal matrix with full rank. In general, the restriction of the nodal diameter content of modes can be eliminated by measuring more DOF per blade than the number of modes or mode pairs of a given nodal diameter that will be used in the IROM.

IV. Evaluation of the Inverse ROM by Prescribing Surrogate Data

The results in Secs. III.A and III.B show that IROM selection can be improved using the ideas presented in Secs. II.A–II.C. However, an arbitrary lower threshold value of 0.1 for the SR values was used to determine the size of the IROM. This requires experience to generate an input to the procedure. Following the analysis presented in Sec. II.D, a more systematic and automatic method for selecting the IROM size is further examined.

Figure 11 shows a flowchart of the procedure that makes use of the analysis of Sec. II.D. The first step involves generating (i.e., prescribing) a mistuning pattern. It would generally be advisable to select a random mistuning pattern that has roughly the same level of mistuning that is expected to most effectively evaluate the IROMs used for mistuning identification. At this point, it is important to distinguish between a ROM used to solve the direct problem (direct ROM or DROM) and a ROM used to solve the inverse problem (inverse ROM or IROM). The accuracy of the DROM with respect to the parent FEM increases monotonically as modes are added. Therefore, a DROM constructed from all the available modes in a given frequency range can be used in place of the FEM for solving the direct problem and generating the test data for a prescribed mistuning pattern. In contrast, the accuracy of the IROM does not increase monotonically as modes are added due to the nature of the least-squares approximations used in Eq. (16) and in the solution of the inverse identification problem.

The generated/prescribed mistuning pattern in which all of the modes for a given frequency range are employed is then plugged into the DROM. The governing equation for the DROM can be viewed as an eigenvalue problem for which the eigenvalue is \( \lambda \) and the eigenvector is \( \mathbf{p} \). Solving for the eigenvalue and eigenvector yields preliminary surrogate data. Before these data can be used as
For the direct problem, the level of perturbation to the eigenvectors \( p \) to produce the surrogate data was \( 0.0006 \) of \( p \). Figure 13 shows the absolute error results obtained by comparison of the known mistuning by solving the direct problem with a larger DROM and a prescribed mistuning pattern as detailed in this section and the mistuning values generated using the mistuning identification procedure. From the plots in Fig. 13, it is evident that the general trends of absolute error can be predicted using a larger DROM for reference. According to Fig. 13a, a relatively low absolute error occurs for SR-ordered IROMs of size 13–19. Figure 14 shows the absolute errors for the direct problem, but with additional information about the blades. The sensitivity to modeling errors in the inverse problem is not uniform across all blades. Therefore, it is possible for the error to be affected by the mistuning...
pattern. However, we observed that in general the error does not change significantly. This predicts that the selected IROM is a good choice for the mistuning identification procedure with respect to the stiffness mistuning. Similar to the plot in Fig. 12b, Fig. 13b shows steadily increasing values of the absolute error. Therefore, these results indicate that the error trends could be used to determine an IROM size that yields robust and accurate mistuning identification results.

V. Conclusions

Techniques to more effectively identify the mistuning parameters of blisks using the CMM approach to mistuning were presented. A quantitative metric, the SR value, was introduced to systematically evaluate the tuned-system modes used for forming the IROM in the CMM approach to mistuning identification. The SR values take into account the two assumptions made in the CMM technique, namely, that the cantilevered-blade normal mode shapes are similar to the blade portion tuned-system normal mode shapes and that the blade–disk interface motion is small compared with the cantilevered-blade motion. The SR values are generated using only information from the tuned-system normal modes generated from the tuned FEM. Using these SR values, an effective IROM can be formed using tuned-system normal modes. Using IROMs without ordering modes according to SR values can result in inaccurate mistuning identification. For these same cases, ordering modes according to the SR values leads to accurate mistuning parameters. Therefore, using this metric to select modes for the IROM can dramatically improve the accuracy of the mistuning identification results. It was also noted that these SR values could be used to categorize modes in a quantitative fashion according to blade mode families.

The effect of using a limited number of measurement points to represent the forced response and modes shapes was also considered. Because the current mistuning identification formulation is intended for use with experimental data, tuned-system mode shapes are represented with a reduced number of DOF. This places a limitation on the number and type of tuned-system modes that can be used in the IROM for mistuning identification. If there are not enough measurement points, the reduced modal matrix is rank deficient. An important example of such rank deficiency occurs when representing modes have the same nodal diameter content, as demonstrated in this paper. To use multiple modes with the same nodal diameter content, it was shown to be necessary to use more measurement DOF per blade than the number of modes (in the ROM) that have the same nodal diameter.

In addition, a novel technique has been developed to automatically determine a suitable IROM size for solving the mistuning identification inverse problem. The approach is to prescribe a blade mistuning pattern and compute surrogate measurement data numerically using a larger ROM for the direct problem. These measurement data are produced by solving the forward problem and then perturbing the solution before plugging it into the inverse solver. The inverse formulation assumes that the mistuning is unknown and the IROM used is a subset of the ROM used for the direct problem. The solution to the inverse problem can then be compared directly to the prescribed mistuning pattern to check the performance of the IROM as modes are added. The results presented show that this process enables the automated construction of an IROM and, thus, improves the overall accuracy and robustness of the mistuning identification. Furthermore, the automation of the procedure guarantees a systematic identification that does not demand the expertise that other current procedures require.
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